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Chapter 181 - I Want You To Raise My Status From Mistress To Wife. Hehe  

"Fei, how is our clothing design advertisement on TV?" Xiao Tian, who was sitting on the couch with Shi 

Fei's head resting on his lap, asked curiously. 

Because the last three days Xiao Tian rarely came to his company, he didn't know about the progress of 

their clothing design ads on TV. 

"Everything works smoothly. In a few days, our clothing design ads will be shown on three TV channels," 

yesterday, Shi Fei wanted to tell him about this good news, but because they acted lovey-dovey the 

moment they met, she forgot about it. 

"Three TV channels?" Xiao Tian was pleasantly surprised after hearing her words because he thought 

their clothing design would only be aired on one TV channel. 

"Yes. That was because Miss Yun Xin Er told that person to show our commercial on three TV channels." 

Shi Fei nodded her head. 

'Yun Xin Er did that?' 

Upon knowing about this, Xiao Tian suddenly desired to meet Yun Xin Er so that he could thank her. 

However, because today he wanted to work at his company, he changed his mind and decided to meet 

her another day. 

"Well done, Fei" Xiao Tian, who was stroking her hair, smiled softly. "I'm fortunate to have a mistress 

and employee like you." 

"Hehehe" Shi Fei was pleased when Xiao Tian praised her. She suddenly thought that all the hard work 

she had done up to now was commensurate with the results. "I will help you to become the wealthiest 

person in Shanghai, no, I mean, in the whole of China. Hehe" 

At this time, Xiao Tian only looked at her softly. He then realized that she has been working hard, and 

not only that, she also tried her best always to make him happy. 

For this reason, Xiao Tian wanted to give her something. "Fei, what do you want?" 

"I want you to raise my status from mistress to wife," Shi Fei answered instantly. 

"Hahaha," Xiao Tian couldn't help but laugh after hearing her words. "If so, you need to work harder. 

Haha," 

"Un. I will work harder" Shi Fei raised her arms and made fighting hands "I won't give up until I become 

your wife." 

Then Xiao Tian and Shi Fei were talking, joking, and flirting for about thirty minutes before finally, they 

began to work. 

Time went by quickly, and without realizing it, it was already time to go home. And when Xiao Tian was 

about to head to Shi Fei's office, she immediately opened his door. 



"Little brother, it's time to go home," Shi Fei, who was happy because she could see him again after 

working hard, smiled cheerfully. 

The corner of Xiao Tian's lips twitched when he saw her walking closer toward him. 

'Fei, you forgot to knock on the door.' 

Of course, Xiao Tian didn't say it and only smiled at her. "Un. It's time to go home." 

But when Xiao Tian was about to rise from his seat, Shi Fei immediately sat on his lap with her back 

facing him, "Huft. I'm tired." 

"Thanks for the hard work" because Shi Fei was sitting on his lap, Xiao Tian decided to keep sitting on 

the office chair. 

Shi Fei then leaned her head on his left shoulder and said, "Ahh. Sitting on your lap after working hard 

feels so good." 

'It seems like you really love spending time with me, Fei.' 

Xiao Tian then wrapped his arms around her waist and said, "Do you want to go home immediately or 

sta-" 

Before Xiao Tian had finished his words, Shi Fei immediately said, "No. I want to stay like this for fifteen 

minutes." 

"Alright" because Shi Fei was sitting on his lap and he also placed his head on her shoulders, Xiao Tian 

was able to smell the fragrance of her body, "I really like the fragrance of your body, Fei." 

When Xiao Tian smelled the scent of jasmine, freesia, and rose every time he breathed, he felt calm, and 

the tiredness in his body significantly reduced. 

"Hehehe" because in the past Xiao Tian told her that he loved the scent of her new perfume, Shi Fei 

decided to wear it every day, hoping that it could make him want to always be near her. 

Shi Fei then slowly closed her eyes, and because she felt comfortable sitting in his embrace, she fell 

asleep. 

"Fei, why are yo-" when Xiao Tian noticed that Shi Fei was sleeping, he didn't finish his words and only 

smiled. 

'It seems like she is really exhausted.' 

At first, Xiao Tian wanted to say that they should go home immediately, but when he saw the tiredness 

on her face, he decided to stay for another ten minutes. 

Seconds turned into minutes, and without realizing it, it was already ten minutes, but Shi Fei was still 

sleeping. 

Because he didn't want to wake her, Xiao Tian carried her in princess style and headed to his car. After 

opening the car door, Xiao Tian put her on the passenger seat carefully. Then Xiao Tian drove the car 

toward her apartment. 



After several minutes of driving, they finally reached her apartment, but Shi Fei was still sleeping deeply. 

At this time, Xiao Tian was wavering whether he should wake her or not. 

But after realizing that she was exhausting, Xiao Tian decided to wait until she woke up. 

'What a sexy lady.' 

Xiao Tian, who was seeing her sleeping face, smiled softly. At this time, Xiao Tian didn't do anything and 

only looked at her. 

And after several minutes of sleeping in Xiao Tian's car, Shi Fei slowly opened her eyes. She was a little 

shocked when she knew that she was in Xiao Tian's car. "Sorry little brother, I fell asleep. Let's go home 

now." 

"Fei, we are already in front of your apartment," Xiao Tian said as he smiled. 

Because earlier, Shi Fei was still half-sleep, she thought they were about to go home. And after realizing 

that they were in front of her apartment, Shi Fei got out of the car. 

Xiao Tian also came out of the car and approached her. When he was in front of her, Xiao Tian embraced 

her before finally kissed her forehead, "Don't stay up late, understand?" 

"Un" Shi Fei nodded her head before walking toward her apartment. 

At this time, Xiao Tian didn't immediately get into his car; instead, he kept looking at her. 

When Shi Fei was walking toward her apartment, she suddenly stopped her footsteps and turned 

around. "Little brother." 

After shouting, Shi Fei ran toward Xiao Tian, and when she was in front of him, she immediately jumped 

on him. 

Her action surprised Xiao Tian a little. Luckily he caught her on time. "What is it?" 

Shi Fei didn't answer him and only looked at him in the eyes. After looking at his eyes for about five 

seconds, Shi Fei cupped his face and kissed his lips. 

At this time, they didn't close their eyes; instead, they looked into each other's eyes. And even though 

they had kissed for about seven seconds, neither one of them showed a sign of stopping. 

If other people were looking at them at this moment, they would think that Shi Fei and Xiao Tian were 

lovers who had just met after being separated for a long time. 

They really enjoyed what they were doing and were not afraid to be seen by others, as if the world only 

belonged to both of them. 

Because Xiao Tian thought that they had kissed for quite a long time, Xiao Tian broke the kiss and put 

her down, "That's enough, Fei." 

Even though Shi Fei still desired to kiss him again, she didn't do that because he said that it was enough 

for today. "Little brother, when will you sleepover in my apartment?" 



"Sorry, Fei. I can't do that now, or in the near future," Xiao Tian knew that his words would make Shi Fei 

sad, but he had to say it because he didn't want to see his mother sad again. 

'Now that I think about it, why is mother so clingy? Last time, she even cried because she didn't see me 

for a day.' 

Xiao Tian was curious as to why his mother behaved like that. 

Is it related to our family's past? I think I need to think of a way to change her clingy behavior. Xiao Tian 

thought to himself. 

When Xiao Tian noticed a hint of sadness on her face, he embraced her and said, "if I have a spare time 

tomorrow, I will come to the company so that we can meet again." 

Even though Shi Fei was still sad, but the sadness on her heart significantly reduced after being hugged 

by Xiao Tian, "Un, I understand." 

They were hugging for about twenty seconds before finally, Shi Fei halted the hug and walked toward 

her apartment. This time, Shi Fei didn't stop her footsteps and kept walking toward her apartment. 

After seeing Shi Fei entered the apartment building, Xiao Tian got into his car and drove away. And after 

several minutes of driving, Xiao Tian finally arrived at his home. 

Without waiting for another second, he came out of the car and dashed to the living room. "Mother, 

aunt, I'm home." 

Of course, like she usually did, Ye Xueyin immediately ran toward her son after hearing his voice. 

"Welcome home, Tian." 

After putting his mother on the couch, Xiao Tian kissed his aunt's cheeks and said, "I'm home, my 

beautiful aunt." 

"Welcome home, Tian," Ye Qingyu replied as she smiled. 

Upon hearing her son's words, Ye Xueyin pulled his clothes and said, "Is mother not beautiful anymore?" 

Xiao Tian then sat next to his mother and said, "Of course mother is still beautiful. In my eyes, mother is 

the most beautiful person in the world." 

 "Hehe" Ye Xueyin was pleased by her son's words. 
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"Tian, you're also the most handsome man in the world," Ye Xueyin said and paused for a second before 

she turned her head toward her little sister and continued, "Isn't that right, Qingyu?" 



"Un. You're a good-looking young man" Ye Qingyu also thought that her nephew was indeed a fine 

young man. 

She was even sure that if her female co-workers saw him, all of them would surround him immediately 

because there was no man as attractive as him in the company where she worked. 

Because of how handsome he was, sometimes, she even thought that it was a sin for him to be born in 

this world. 

"Thank you," Xiao Tian showed them his dazzling smile, "I'm thrilled to be praised by gorgeous ladies." 

After that, they talked for about ten minutes before finally, Xiao Tian took a shower. This time, he only 

needed ten minutes to take a bath because he didn't soak in hot water. 

After taking a shower and wearing clothes, Xiao Tian didn't head to the living room; instead, he stayed in 

his room. 

'With her attitude like that, it will be difficult to win Feng Yu's heart.' 

Xiao Tian, who was lying down on the bed with a book in his right hand, stared at the ceiling. Today 

before traveling to his company, he bought a book with the title five simple ways to win the heart of 

children. 

However, because Xiao Tian never dealt with children before, he still thought that the content in the 

book was hard for him. 

Xiao Tian then slowly closed his eyes. At first, he only intended to think of a way to win Feng Yu's heart, 

but because he kept shutting his eyes, Xiao Tian fell asleep. 

------------------- 

The next day in the morning, Xiao Tian woke up at 04:00 am because he slept way too early last night. 

When he was about to head to the dining room, he was a little shocked when he noticed his mother and 

aunt sleeping on both of his sides. 

Because he didn't want to wake them, Xiao Tian got out of the bed carefully. After drinking, Xiao Tian 

didn't return to his room; instead, he sat on the couch in the living room. 

'Should I speed up my plan?' 

Because there were many things that he needed to do, he wavered whether he should speed up his plan 

to seduce Liu Ning or not. 

After thinking carefully, Xiao Tian chose to speed up his plan. For this reason, he intended to meet Zhao 

Sheng today. 

At 05:10 am, Ye Qingyu and Ye Xueyin woke up. And when they noticed that Xiao Tian wasn't in his 

room, they immediately walked out of the room. 

"Tian, what are you doing here?" Ye Xueyin, who was seeing her son sitting on the couch, asked 

curiously. 



"Nothing" Xiao Tian rose from the couch and walked toward them, "You two are already awake?" 

"Yes. We want to make breakfast," Ye Qingyu answered before she looked at her big sister, "Big sis, let's 

prepare breakfast." 

"Un" Ye Xueyin nodded her head. "Tian, we are going to make breakfast first." 

"Alright" after Xiao Tian saw his mother and aunt heading to the kitchen, he went to the bathroom to 

take a shower. 

Forty minutes later, Ye Qingyu and Ye Xueyin finished cooking breakfast, and like before; he told Xiao 

Tian to wait for them to finish bathing so that they could eat together. 

Because Xiao Tian knew that it would take a while for them to finish showering, Xiao Tian decided to 

watch TV. 

'Let's tell him that I want to speed up my plan.' 

Because his mother and aunt still hadn't finished bathing, Xiao Tian decided to call Zhao Sheng. 

Xiao Tian then headed to his room to take his smartphone. Without waiting for another second, Xiao 

Tian called Zhao Sheng. 

"Yo, Xiao Tian. It's rare for you to call me so early? What's up?" Zhao Sheng said after picking up the 

phone. 

"I want to speed up my plan, so let's meet at University gardens at 07:00 am" Xiao Tian went to the 

point. 

"Alright" even though Zhao Sheng had no idea why Xiao Tian suddenly decided to speed up the plan, he 

didn't ask him questions. Actually, he was pleased because, with this, his part would be faster. 

"Zhao Sheng, do you know abo-"at first, Xiao Tian wanted to ask something about his family's past, but 

because he saw his mother and aunt coming out of their room, Xiao Tian decided to ask another time, 

"Forget it. I will hang up now" 

Without waiting for Zhao Sheng's answer, Xiao Tian hung up the phone. 

'This friend of mine.' 

Zhao Sheng's lips twitched when Xiao Tian suddenly hung up the phone. 

Ye Xueyin, who saw her son calling someone, asked curiously, "Who did you just call?" 

"Zhao Sheng" because Xiao Tian didn't want his mother and aunt to know about his plan, he 

immediately grabbed their hands "Let's eat now. I'm starving." 

Actually, Ye Xueyin wanted to know how her son could have a friend from an upper-class family. 

However, because Ye Xueyin knew that her son didn't want to talk about it, she chose to say nothing. 

And like he usually did, after breakfast, Xiao Tian kissed his mother and aunt before traveling to his 

campus. 



To his surprise, when Xiao Tian arrived at University Gardens, Zhao Sheng was already there. 

"What? You have arrived?" at first, Xiao Tian thought that he needed to wait for him because he came 

early, but he was wrong. 

"I just arrived," Zhao Sheng answered. Then he remembered something that could help Xiao Tian in the 

future, "Xiao Tian, let's meet someone. This person will be helpful to you in the future" 

Xiao Tian was pleasantly surprised after hearing Zhao Sheng's words. Actually, he wanted to 

immediately tell Zhao Sheng that they would continue their plans today. But because Zhao Sheng tried 

to introduce him to someone who could help him in the future, Xiao Tian decided to tell him later. 

Even though his company was a snowball, but Xiao Tian still lacked connections. It was true that he 

could ask Zhao Sheng to help him, but he was afraid that it might affect their friendship because now, 

Xiao Tian already considered Zhao Sheng as a friend. 

Without waiting for another second, Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng headed to Zhao Sheng's car. Along the 

way, Xiao Tian began to tell Zhao Sheng about his new plan. 

Zhao Sheng was a little surprised by this because with Xiao Tian's new plan, not only was Xiao Tian able 

to seduce Feng Ao's wife, but they could also ruin Feng Ao's business. 

This made Zhao Sheng even more excited and desired to do his part immediately. After several minutes, 

they finally arrived at their destination. 

'Red Flower Bar?' 

Xiao Tian was surprised when Zhao Sheng stopped the car in front of the bar. 

At this time, Zhao Sheng knew that Xiao Tian was curious as to why he parked his car in front of the bar, 

"The person I want to introduce to you is the owner of this Red Flower Bar." 

From his predecessor's memories, Xiao Tian learned that Red Flower Bar was the most famous bar in 

Shanghai. And because it was located in Wanhui district, many upper-class families come to Red Flower 

Bar every day. 

Of course, many middle-class families also often came to this Red Flower Bar because it was open to all 

families. 

From his past life, Xiao Tian knew that bar was one of the good places to get information. Of course, 

brothels were still the best place to get information. 

"Oh! Let's meet that person immediately," Xiao Tian was eager to meet the person who could help him 

in the future. 

"What is this? Hahaha. But let me warn you." Zhao Sheng said and paused for a second before he 

continued, "Not only does she have many connections, but she is also a master of martial arts. So be 

careful. Hahaha" 

"Alright," Xiao Tian also knew that a person who could build a place like bar was definitely no ordinary 

person. He even believed that the owner of the bar had a lot of support. 



Then Zhao Sheng and Xiao Tian entered the bar and sat on the chairs in front of the bartender. The 

bartender was a grown man around twenty- eight years old. 

When Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng sat on the chairs, he was serving someone else. 

When he noticed Zhao Sheng, he immediately said, "Young master Zhao, are you looking for big sister 

Ruoxi?" 

"Yes. I want to introduce my friend to her," Zhao Sheng answered while pointing his index finger at Xiao 

Tian. 

When the bartender saw Xiao Tian, he was a little surprised. Of course, he knew Xiao Tian because Xiao 

Tian was recently famous. He just didn't expect that Zhao Sheng would be friends with Xiao Tian.  

"Good evening, young master Xiao. I'm Guang Song. It's a pleasure to meet you" Guang Song introduced 

himself and bowed slightly. 

Even though Guang Song had no idea why Zhao Sheng wanted to introduce Xiao Tian to the owner of 

the bar, but he said nothing 

And because Zhao Sheng brought Xiao Tian to the Red Flower Bar, he didn't dare to disrespect Xiao Tian. 

"Good evening, big brother Guang. I'm Xiao Tian," Xiao Tian replied as he smiled. 

"Where is big sister Ruoxi?" Zhao Sheng asked. 

"Big sister Ruoxi went somewhere, but I'm sure she will return soon," Guang Song replied. 

Then Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng waited for about fifteen minutes before finally a lady walking toward 

them. 

"Oh! Isn't this young master Zhao," a mature and seductive voice could be heard in their ears. 
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Only by hearing the voice, Zhao Sheng knew that it was Lan Ruoxi, but even so, he still turned around to 

see her. 

As for Xiao Tian, even though he had no idea who the owner of the Red Flower Bar was, he suspected 

that the person who had just spoken was the one who wanted to be introduced by Zhao Sheng to him. 

And what Xiao Tian had guessed was right when he saw Zhao Sheng approaching her. Without waiting 

for another second, Xiao Tian also walked closer toward them. 

'Nine out of ten.' 

It was the first words that came to Xiao Tian's mind when he saw the woman around thirty-one years 

old in front of him. 



She was a tall and beautiful lady. Coupled with her sexy body, she was like a succubus who could make 

any man adore her and willing to do anything just to be able to spend a few minutes with her. 

She was wearing a white long, cheongsam dress with a grey furry scarf on her neck. Her soft willow-like 

arms were exposed outside, and an open fork extended till her waist at the side of her skirt, exposing 

her snow white and slender thighs. 

At first, Lan Ruoxi thought that Zhao Sheng came to the bar because he needed something from her, but 

after seeing Xiao Tian, she understood what he wanted, "Oh! Isn't this young master Xiao?" 

"Good morning, beautiful lady. I'm Xiao Tian" Xiao Tian introduced himself while also showing his 

dazzling smile to her. 

Upon hearing Xiao Tian's words, Lan Ruoxi smiled a little before she stopped, "I didn't expect that 

playboy will hang out with another playboy." 

"What do you mean by that, lady?" Xiao Tian pretended that he didn't understand what she was saying. 

Lan Ruoxi took two steps forward and brought her face closer to Xiao Tian's right ear, "Don't pretend 

that you know nothing. Oh! I forget about this. Even though 'lady' sounds sweet in my ears, but I'd 

prefer it if you called me big sister." 

"Big sister?" Xiao Tian was dumbfounded after hearing her words. Even though Zhao Sheng called her 

big sister, but for Xiao Tian, addressing someone in their early thirties as a big sister was a bit too much. 

Xiao Tian could understand that sometimes his mother also referred to herself as a big sister, but it was 

only switch-roles, and she also rarely did that. 

'Hahaha' 

Even though Lan Ruoxi spoke near Xiao Tian's right ear, but Zhao Sheng was able to hear it because she 

didn't whisper to Xiao Tian. 

"Yes. call me big sister." Lan Ruoxi then showed Xiao Tian a sexy pose, "Aren't I still beautiful and young? 

Like someone in their early twenties." 

Because Xiao Tian didn't want to address someone in their early thirties as a big sister, he also said close 

in her right ear, "What is the difference? Someone in their early twenties can also be called a lady. Ah! If 

you want me to see you as a young girl, how about, I call you little Ruoxi?" 

Of course, Xiao Tian didn't intend to call her little Rouxi; he just wanted to play with her. 

'What?! You want to call her little Ruoxi?' 

Zhao Sheng then remembered the time when he addressed her as little Rouxi in the past. At that time, 

Lan Ruoxi immediately threw out her fist toward him, which was followed by a kick. And because in the 

past, Zhao Sheng was unable to beat her, he had no choice but to call her big sister. 

'Hehe. Something interesting is going to happen.' 

Zhao Sheng thought that Lan Ruoxi would also do the same thing that she did to him in the past. For this 

reason, Zhao Sheng looked at them with starry eyes. 



Lan Ruoxi smiled a little and turned around before walking forward, "Because it's the first time we meet, 

I'll let it slide. Alright, let's head to the VIP room. This is not the right place to chat." 

'Eh! What is this?' 

Zhao Sheng was astonished when Lan Ruoxi did nothing to Xiao Tian. 

Because everything was different from what Zhao Sheng had expected, he walked next to Lan Ruoxi and 

complained, "Big sister Ruoxi, why didn't you beat him up? This is unfair to me. In the past, you 

immediately beat me the moment I called you little Ruoxi." 

Then Xiao Tian walked next to Zhao Sheng and tapped his shoulders, "Zhao Sheng, what do you mean by 

that? Of course, it's different because I'm more handsome than you. Isn't that right, lady Lan?" 

Zhao Sheng was unhappy by that and immediately shouted, "Fuck you, Xiao Tian. From today onward, 

we are not friends anymore," 

"Hahaha," Xiao Tian laughed. 

Seeing how they behaved, Lan Ruoxi smiled a little because she thought that they were interesting 

young men. 

Because the VIP room was on the second floor, it took them more than a minute to reach there. And 

when they were about to enter the VIP room, Xiao Tian saw four men in black guarding in front of the 

room. 

After entering, Xiao Tian was satisfied with the room. The circular room looked a bit like a bright, stylish 

UFO, and its DJ booth, which was part of the VIP area, was located right in the middle of the space. 

Not long after they sat on the couch, two women came with beverages in their hands. And after putting 

it on the table, they immediately left. 

"So, how could you two become friends?" Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng were from different class family, so 

Lan Ruoxi was curious how the two of them became friends. "Don't tell me the reason the two of you 

can be friends is that you two previously seduced the same woman?" 

At this time, Xiao Tian didn't know what to say, so he looked at Zhao Sheng because he wanted to know 

what Zhao Sheng would say at a time like this. 

When Zhao Sheng noticed that Xiao Tian was staring at him, he started to smirk, "Well, it's because I'm a 

kind man who always helps others in need. That was why the moment Xiao Tian saw me, he 

immediately begged me to be his friend. Isn't that right, Xiao Tian?" 

Xiao Tian suddenly realized that it was wrong for him to let Zhao Sheng answer her question. "He is 

talking nonsense." 

Zhao Sheng then patted Xiao Tian's shoulders and laughed, "Haha. Don't be shy, my friend. It's fine 

because everyone thinks so too," 

Seeing Zhao Sheng's behavior, Xiao Tian didn't bother explaining it because he knew it would be of no 

use. 



"It seems like young master Zhao Sheng is pleased to be friends with young master Xiao because I have 

never seen young master Zhao this happy before" of course, Lan Ruoxi knew that Zhao Sheng was 

talking nonsense. She even suspected that it was Zhao Sheng who wanted to befriend with Xiao Tian. 

"So young master Xiao, how many girlfriends do you have right now?" 

"I only have one because I'm a loyal person," even though Xiao Tian guessed that they wouldn't believe 

his words, but he still decided to lie to them. 

"Hahaha," Zhao Sheng laughed loudly after hearing Xiao Tian's words, "If you have one girlfriend, that 

means the world will come to an end soon." 

"Hey, I'm different from you, who changes girls every day" Xiao Tian tried his best to make himself look 

good in front of them. 

"Aren't you now seducing Feng Ao's wife because he has made your girlfriend sad?" of course, Zhao 

Sheng wouldn't let Xiao Tian looks good in front of them because Zhao Sheng believed that Xiao Tian 

and he had the same character. 

"Oh! What is this?" Lan Ruoxi was surprised after hearing Zhao Sheng's words, "Young master Xiao is 

seducing someone else's wife?" 

At this time, Xiao Tian realized that he made the wrong move earlier, but because he had said that, he 

could not take his words back. 

"It's like this, big sister Ruoxi" Zhao Sheng then began telling Lan Ruoxi about everything, but he didn't 

tell her about Xiao Tian's plan. 

After hearing everything from Zhao Sheng, Lan Ruoxi spoke, "So it's like that. You two sure are 

interesting young men," 

"Hahaha," Zhao Sheng laughed. 

"So, what are the other reasons you two came here? Not just introducing young master Xiao to me, 

right?" Lan Ruoxi inquired. 

"There is no other reason." Zhao Sheng spoke and paused for a second before he continued, "I only 

want to introduce Xiao Tian to you. And if he has a problem in the future, I hope you can help him." 

"Well, as long as it's within my reach, I will help young master Xiao" actually, Lan Ruoxi had guessed that 

Zhao Sheng would say something like this. But because he liked Xiao Tian's behavior, she agreed to help 

Xiao Tian in the future. 

"Perfect," Zhao Sheng was pleased after hearing her words. Then he turned his head and looked at Xiao 

Tian, "In the future, if you need help, you can come to me or big sister Ruoxi." 

"Alright" at this time, Xiao Tian was grateful to Zhao Sheng because of Zhao Sheng, now he has a person 

who could help him in the future. 

After that, they talked for about an hour before finally, Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng returned to the Sky 

University. 



After Xiao Tian finished all classes, he bought cakes before going home. 

"I'm home," Xiao Tian said when he was in the living room. He then put the cake on the table and sat 

next to his aunt. 

"Whoa, it's a cake." Ye Xueyin said happily when she saw the cake on the table. 

"Yes. Let's eat it together," Xiao Tian said. 

"Un" Ye Xueyin nodded her head. 
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Xiao Tian, Ye Qingyu, and Ye Xueyin began to eat the chocolate cake. Because Ye Xueyin really loved a 

cake, she couldn't stop from smiling when she was eating the chocolate cake. 

Ye Qingyu, on the flip side, only ate the cake without showing a happy expression as her big sister did. 

And like her big sister, Ye Qingyu also loved a cake; she just didn't show it on her face. 

"Aunt, AAA," Xiao Tian tapped his aunt's shoulders and also opened his mouth, giving his aunt a sign to 

feed him. 

Even though Ye Qingyu understood what her nephew wanted, she only stared at him and continued 

eating the cake. 

And because his aunt was ignoring him, Xiao Tian asked her to feed him again, "Aunt, AAAA." 

But like before, Ye Qingyu didn't feed him and only looked at him. "There is still a cake on the table." 

Because his aunt didn't want to feed him, Xiao Tian turned his head toward his mother and opened his 

mouth, "Mother, AAAA." 

Ye Xueyin stopped eating the cake for about two seconds before finally, she wolfed down her cake, "I've 

already eaten the cake, so I can't feed you." 

'Do you two like cakes so much that you don't want to share it with me?' 

Because his mother and aunt didn't want to feed him, Xiao Tian decided to eat the cake by himself. 

However, when Xiao Tian's right hand was about to reach the cake, his mother and aunt snatched it 

from him, leaving nothing for Xiao Tian. 

Xiao Tian's lips twitched after seeing his mother and aunt were eating the cake with the happiness on 

their faces. 

'Next time, I will buy lots of cakes' 

Because there was no cake for him anymore, Xiao Tian rose from the couch and headed to the 

bathroom to take a shower. 



After bathing, Xiao Tian returned to the living room and sat between his mother and aunt. "Mother, I 

want to go out with Zhao Sheng, and maybe I will come back very late or tomorrow morning." 

Ye Xueyin immediately looked at Xiao Tian and inquired, "Tian, where do you want to go?" 

"Well, I don't know because it was Zhao Sheng who invited me to hang out with him and I forgot to ask 

him about it," because Xiao Tian didn't want to tell his mother that he would continue his plan with Zhao 

Sheng, he decided to lie to his mother. 

"Alright," even though Ye Xueyin was sad because she couldn't spend time with her son, but she still let 

her son go out with Zhao Sheng. 

Xiao Tian then kissed his mother's forehead and said, "Thank you, mother. I will buy a cake again before 

going home." 

Hearing the word of 'cake,' Ye Xueyin's eyes shone brightly, "Buy lots of cakes," 

Of course, I will buy lots of cakes later because both of you only let me eat a little earlier. Xiao Tian 

thought to himself. 

Xiao Tian then turned his head toward his aunt and said, "Aunt, do you want anything else?" 

"No," Ye Qingyu shook her head, "Just take care of yourself." 

"Un" Xiao Tian nodded his head. But suddenly, an exciting idea appeared in his mind, "Aunt, how about 

we do a passionate kiss before I leave?" 

And like what Xiao Tian had guessed, his aunt didn't answer him and only looked at him. But despite not 

saying a single word, Xiao Tian believed that if he kissed her, she wouldn't reject him. 

'Aunt, you often teased my predecessor in the past, but where is your tempting nature now?' 

Sometimes, Xiao Tian wanted his aunt to tease him like what she did to his predecessor, but because 

she chose not to tease him anymore, Xiao Tian could do nothing to her. 

Using both of his hands, Xiao Tian made his aunt face him and brought his face closer to hers. But, when 

Xiao Tian's lips were so close to hers, the sound of someone knocking on the door could be heard in 

their ears. 

"It seems like your friend has arrived" actually, Ye Qingyu was ready to open her little mouth, but when 

she heard someone knocking on the door, she decided not to do that. 

'Fuck! Can't you come ten minutes later?' 

Xiao Tian was annoyed and immediately cursed Zhao Sheng. 

"I will take a look," Xiao Tian then rose from the couch and headed to the guest room. 

"Yo, Xiao Tian. Let's go now," Zhao Sheng said after seeing Xiao Tian. 

"Can't you come ten minutes later!" Xiao Tian, who was still unhappy, retorted. 



"Eh!" Zhao Sheng was dumbfounded. "Didn't you say that you want me to come to your home as soon 

as possible?" 

Zhao Seng had no idea why Xiao Tian suddenly behaved like that. Earlier, Xiao Tian asked him to come to 

Xiao Tian's home because they wanted to continue their plan immediately. 

For this reason, Zhao Sheng traveled to Xiao Tian's house after dinner. And here, when he was at Xiao 

Tian's home, Xiao Tian behaved as if he did something to him. 

"Huft. Sorry about it," Xiao Tian realized that Zhao Sheng was not in the wrong position here, so he 

immediately apologized, "Let me say goodbye to my family first." 

Without waiting for Zhao Sheng's answer, Xiao Tian immediately headed to the living room. 

What a weird fellow. Zhao Sheng thought to himself. 

Three minutes later, Xiao Tian returned to the guest room, "Let's go." 

Because they knew that tonight Feng Ao would visit Red Flower Bar, they immediately traveled to Red 

Flower Bar. 

And after several minutes of driving, Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng finally arrived at Red Flower Bar. 

"So, who is the woman who will seduce Feng Ao later?" when Xiao Tian and Zhao Shen were in the 

university garden today, they discussed the woman who would seduce Feng Ao later. 

At first, Xiao Tian wanted to pay a woman from brothel, but Zhao Sheng suddenly said that he would 

take care of it. That was why Xiao Tian had no idea about the woman who would seduce Feng Ao. 

"Big sister Ruoxi," Zhao Sheng said instantly 

"What?" Xiao Tian said in surprise. 

Chapter 185 - Mr. Feng, Do You Want To Come To My Room?  
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"Lady Ruoxi?" Xiao Tian found it hard to believe what he was hearing, "How come?" 

"She said our game is interesting" earlier, when Zhao Sheng wanted to look for a woman who would 

seduce Feng Ao, Lan Ruoxi suddenly called him, saying that she wants to take part in the game. 

At first, Zhao Sheng refused because he thought that Feng Ao didn't have the qualifications to touch Lan 

Ruoxi. But because she insisted that she wanted to take part in their plan, Zhao Sheng finally agreed. 

Black lines formed on Xiao Tian's face after hearing Zhao Sheng's words. "Well, because that is what she 

wants, I don't mind it." 

When Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng was about to enter the bar, they saw Guang Song standing in the 

entrance. 



"Young master Zhao, young master Xiao, big sister Ruoxi is waiting for you two in the guest room," 

Guang Song said when Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng were in front of him, "Let me guide you two to the 

guest room." 

Then the three of them headed to the third floor. They kept walking until finally, Guang Song stopped in 

front of the door, which was guarded by two men in black. 

"Big sister Ruoxi, young master Xiao and young master Zhao have arrived," Guang Song said after 

knocking on the door. 

Not long after that, a beautiful mature woman wearing a tight red dress with an open fork extended till 

her waist, came out of the room, "Young master Xiao, young master Zhao, please come in." 

Then Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng entered the guest room. The guest room was around 5x5 meters, with 

luxury items adorning the entire room. 

After Xiao Tian sat on the couch, he immediately asked, "Lady Lan, do you really want to do that?" 

"Of course. Your game seems interesting, so I want to take part in it" at first, Lan Ruoxi only wanted to 

know what they would do toward Feng Ao, but because of boredom, she decided to take part in their 

game. 

"Big sister Ruoxi, I'm sure he will take advantage of your situation later. Are you fine with that?" Zhao 

Sheng inquired, 

Lan Ruoxi smiled and covered her mouth, "Young master Zhao, you don't need to worry about that." 

When they were talking, suddenly, the sound of someone knocking on the door could be heard in their 

ears. 

"Big sister Ruoxi, the target has just arrived and is in the VIP room right now" the sound of a female 

voice from the opposite side of the door could be heard in their ears. 

"Alright," Lan Ruoxi answered before looking at Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng. "Let me do my part right 

now." 

Then Lan Ruoxi walked out of the room and headed to the VIP room. When she was in the VIP room, she 

saw Feng Ao drinking with women on both of his sides. 

Lan Ruoxi then walked toward Feng Ao elegantly, causing all the males in the VIP room to look at her. 

"Good evening Mr. Feng. May I sit here?" Lan Ruoxi said as she smiled beautifully. Then she looked at 

the women, who were sitting on both of his sides. 

Even though Lan Ruoxi only stared at them without saying a single word, they understood that she 

wanted them to leave immediately. 

And because they didn't want to offend their boss, they immediately left, leaving Feng Ao and Lan Ruoxi 

alone. 

"Lady Lan?" Feng Ao said in surprise. Even though Lan Ruoxi rarely appeared on the public, but due to 

her pretty face and sexy body, everyone knew who Lan Ruoxi was. 



Because of this, Feng Ao was surprised and happy at the same time when Lan Ruoxi suddenly appeared 

in front of him. 

"Mr. Feng, thank you for always coming to my bar." From her subordinates, Lan Ruoxi knew that Feng 

Ao regularly came to the Red Flower Bar. That was why she used this as an excuse to meet him. 

Feng Ao was pleasantly surprised when he found out that Lan Ruoxi knew about him. Every day, many 

people from various families came to the Red Flower Bar, from middle-class families to upper-class 

families, but still, Lan Ruoxi chose to meet him. 

Realizing that Lan Ruoxi was still standing, Feng Ao immediately rose from the couch and invited her to 

sit with him, "Lady Lan, please sit down." 

"Thank you, Mr. Feng," because Lan Ruoxi wanted to seduce Feng Ao, she chose to sit next to Feng Ao. 

Her action greatly surprised Feng Ao, but of course, he didn't say anything; instead, he was pleased by 

this. Because Lan Ruoxi was sitting very close to him, he could smell the fragrance of her body. 

This almost drove him crazy and wanted to touch her body immediately, but he didn't dare to do that. 

And when he noticed that many men looked at him with envious eyes, Feng Ao felt proud and smiled 

happily. 

Because Lan Ruoxi wanted to get him drunk, she poured a campaign into a glass and gave it to Feng Ao, 

"Mr. Feng, please drink this." 

"Thank you, lady Lan" of course, Feng Ao accepted it happily because the famous Lan Ruoxi was the one 

who poured the campaigns. 

"Mr. Feng, how is your business?" Lan Ruoxi opened the topic of conversation. 

After putting the glass on the table, Feng Ao smiled and answered, "Everything is going well, lady." 

Because Feng Ao's glass was already empty, Lan Rouxi poured the campaigns again. "Oh, I'm glad to 

hear that. I hope your company will grow bigger in the future," 

"Thank you, lady Lan" Feng Ao was pleased after hearing her words and immediately drank the 

campaign again. "How is the bar, lady?" 

"Everything is going well too," Lan Ruoxi answered as she smiled. 

Then they kept talking about many things, and of course, Lan Ruoxi kept pouring the campaign in Feng 

Ao's glass. 

And not long after that, Lan Ruoxi noticed that Feng Ao was already drunk. Seeing this, she started to 

smirk, "Mr. Feng, do you want to come to my room? We can continue our talk there." 

Of course, Feng Ao understood what she meant by that. With the happiness on his face, Feng Ao 

answered, "Sure." 

Chapter 186 - Seducing Feng Ao  
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Because Lan Ruoxi wanted to make him think as if she was really into him, she hugged his right arm as 

they headed to her room. 

Her action made Feng Ao even sure that they would have sex in her room later. Remembering that 

many men wanted to sleep with her but didn't have the opportunity to do that, Feng Ao felt like he was 

above all of them. 

'You think that I will sleep with you? You don't have a qualification to do that. Just be thankful that I'm 

embracing your arms in front of other people, because, after tonight, you won't have the opportunity to 

do this again in the future,' 

Of course, Lan Ruoxi only said that in her mind because she didn't want him to know that she was 

setting him up. 

When Lan Ruoxi noticed the happiness on Feng Ao's face, she smiled a little and said, "Mr. Feng, what 

are you thinking right now?" 

"Lady Lan, I will not disappoint you and make you satisfied" because he believed that they would have 

sex in her room, Feng Ao was unable to control his words anymore. 

He really thought that I would sleep with him. Lan Rouxi thought to herself. 

Lan Rouxi brought her face closer to his right ear and whispered, "I hope it's not just empty words." 

"Don't worry, lady Lan. I'm good in bed," because in the past six months, he often had sex with different 

women. Coupled with them always praising him after having sex, Feng Ao was sure that he could satisfy 

Lan Ruoxi in bed later. 

"Oh! It seems like you have a lot of experience with women. This makes me wonder about your 

technique in bed." even though Lan Ruoxi didn't want to have this kind of talk with Feng Ao, but because 

she didn't want to fail in seducing him, she chose to follow his words, "But Mr. Feng, I'm not your 

ordinary fuck girls, you know. Until now, no one has been able to satisfy me in bed, so I really look 

forward to your great technique. I hope you can make me satisfied later," 

"Is that so? Then I will be the first man who will satisfy you. Hehehe. Lady Lan, you will not be able to 

forget me after tonight," Because they were talking about sex, it made Feng Ao even hornier. For this 

reason, he suddenly squeezed her right breast with his left hand. 

"Ahhh," Lan Ruoxi let out a fake moan before removing his right hand from her breasts, "Mr. Feng, not 

here. You have to hold back or else; everyone will look at us," 

'This asshole dares to squeeze my breasts? If not for the sake of seducing you, I would have cut off your 

left arm right now," 

Lan Ruoxi looked at Feng Ao coldly for a second before she smiled again, pretending that she likes what 

he was doing. 



Not long after that, they were in the elevator. But when Lan Ruoxi wanted to select the floor, Feng Ao 

cornered her against the elevator walls panel and slammed his hands against the wall.  

Because Feng Ao was already horny, coupled with him believing that Lan Ruoxi would accept whatever 

he would do to her, he immediately brought his face closer to her face. 

But when Lan Ruoxi saw his face getting closer to hers, she put her index finger on his lips to stop him 

from kissing her, "Not here, Mr. Feng. My room is on the third floor so you have to wait a little more. In 

my room, you can do whatever you want with my body," 

"Lady Lan, there is no one here, so it's okay because no one will know about this." Of course, Feng Ao 

still tried his best to kiss her because he didn't want to waste a fine lady in front of him, even for a 

second. 

"Mr. Feng, you have to be patient." After saying that, Lan Ruoxi pressed the buttons. 

Because they were heading to the third floor, it only took a few seconds before they reached the third 

floor. 

At first, Lan Ruoxi wanted to knock him out after they were in her room. But because he kept trying to 

do something to her, she immediately hit the backside of his neck the moment they came out of the 

elevator, making Feng Ao faint in less than a second. 

When two of her bodyguards, who were guarding her room, saw Lan Ruoxi, they immediately dashed 

toward her. 

"Take him to my room, and after that, call young masters Xiao and Zhao to my room too," Lan Ruoxi said 

while looking at Feng Ao in disgust. 

"Yes, lady Lan," her bodyguards said in unison. 

After they entered her room, they threw Feng Ao to the floor, without caring whether he would get hurt 

because if it or not. 

"This bastard really knows how to take advantage of beautiful woman," Lan Ruoxi, who was sitting on 

the bed while looking at Feng Ao in disgust, said coldly. 

After a brief moment, Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng reached Lan Ruoxi's room. 

"Lady Lan, young master Xiao Tian, and young master Zhao Sheng have arrived," one of the bodyguards 

said. 

Hearing this, Lan Ruoxi opened the door, "Young master Xiao, young master Zhao, please come in," 

Then Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng stepped into her room. Lan Rouxi's room was around 5x6 meters with a 

queen-size bed, which was located at the center end of the room. 

On the right side of the bed, there was a dressing table with a cupboard next to it. And in front of the 

bed, there was a 30-inch TV with AC above it. 

On the left side of the bed, there was a chair and table with mountains of books on it. And next to it, 

there was a door to the bathroom. 



At this time, Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng were standing in front of unconscious Feng Ao. 

Even though it was only a second, Xiao Tian noticed the look of hatred in her eyes. "Lady Lan, did he do 

something to you?" 

Chapter 187 - You Were Amazing Last Night  
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"This asshole squeezed my breasts earlier." her eyes gleamed with terrifying sharpness as she stared at 

Feng Ao, "I really want to cut off his arms right now." 

"What?" Zhao Shen said in surprise. "He dared to take advantage of you?" 

'Lady Lan, you were seducing him earlier, so you should know that something like that could happen to 

you. You can't blame him because any man will do the same if the woman who seduces them is a fine 

lady like you.' 

Xiao Tian could only sigh after seeing hatred in her eyes. Before she seduced Feng Ao earlier, Xiao Tian 

wanted to tell her that she had to prepare herself because he knew something like that would happen 

to her. However, because she immediately went to meet him, Xiao Tian didn't have time to warn her. 

"Lady Lan, that has happened, so we can't do anything about it" Xiao Tian sat next to her, "Do you want 

to torture him?" 

"Forget it" even though Lan Rouxi wanted to torture Feng Ao, but she knew if she did that, she would 

ruin their plan, "Let's move to the next plan," 

"Alright," Xiao Tian nodded his head. 

But because Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng were still in her room, Lan Ruoxi said seductively, "Young 

masters, why are you still in my room? Don't tell me you want to see my naked body?" 

Hearing her words, Xiao Tian cleared his throat and stood up, "Zhao Sheng, let's get out." 

After Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng walked out of the room, two women entered Lan Ruoxi's bedroom; one 

of them was holding a camera in her hands. 

As soon as the women were in Lan Ruoxi's room, they undressed Feng Ao, leaving him with nothing. 

After that, they laid him on the bed. 

Of course, before putting Feng Ao in the bed, they took a few photos of him sleeping on the floor, naked 

because Lan Ruoxi thought it could be their backup plan. 

Without waiting for another second, Lan Ruoxi also took off her clothes, leaving only bra and her sexy 

black panties. Then Lan Ruoxi placed her head on his chest while intertwined her legs with his. 

"Now, you can take a picture of us" after saying that, Lan Ruoxi pretend as if she was sleeping happily on 

Feng Ao's chest. 



Click…click...click... 

One of the women began to take a photo of Lan Ruoxi and Feng Ao. She took a few pictures from 

various angles to find the best photo. 

After seeing the result of the pictures was perfect, she said, "Big sister Ruoxi, I'm finished taking 

pictures." 

"Good!" Lan Ruoxi was satisfied after seeing the pictures. Then she got out of the bed and put on her 

clothes before walking out of the room. 

After entering the guest room, Lan Ruoxi said, "Young masters, I've done my part, and I will send the 

pictures to his wife tomorrow morning," 

Because she didn't want Xiao Tian or Zhao Sheng to see the pictures, she decided that she would be the 

one who sends the photos tomorrow. 

"Alright," Zhao Sheng and Xiao Tian nodded their heads. 

Then they talked for about two hours before finally Xiao Tian and Zhao Sheng went home. 

------------------- 

The next day in the morning, because Lan Ruoxi wanted Feng Ao to think they had sex last night, she 

returned to her room and pretended to sleep on his chest. 

At 06:00 am, Feng Ao opened his eyes. He was shocked when he saw Lan Ruoxi sleeping on his chest, 

wearing only bra and panties. 

'Eh! What is this? Lady Lan is sleeping on my chest? And she is only wearing bra and panties?' 

Feng Ao tried to remember what happened last night, but he only remembered that he was walking 

toward Lan Ruoxi's room with her, and after that, he was unable to remember anything. 

'Wait! Don't tell me, Lady Lan and I had sex last night? But why can't I remember anything?' 

Feng Ao really wanted to know what had happened between them last night. And when he noticed that 

he was naked, he suddenly believed that they had sex last night. 

Thinking that he had sex with the famous Lan Rouxi, a proud smile appeared on his face. At this time, he 

wanted to tell everyone that he had sex with Lan Rouxi, the beautiful and sexy woman, who was adored 

by many men in Shanghai. 

When Feng Ao was in excitement, Lan Rouxi pretended to wake up, "Good morning, Mr. Feng. You were 

amazing last night." 

After hearing her words, Feng Ao became even more convinced that he had sex with Lan Ruoxi last 

night. And even though he had no idea what had happened to them last night, he decided to pretend 

that he remembered everything, "You were also great lady Lan." 

Lan Ruoxi wanted to laugh loudly when she learned that Feng Ao thought that they had sex last night. 



But because she didn't want him to know that last night nothing had happened to them, Lan Ruoxi 

decided to keep on pretending, "I didn't know that you have a great technique. You even made me cum 

many times, and I felt sore down there right now." 

Because Lan Ruoxi didn't want him to touch her body anymore, she immediately got out of bed and put 

on her clothes. 

"Hahaha," Feng Ao laughed loudly when he thought that he had made Lan Ruoxi satisfied with his skills 

in bed. 

After putting the clothes, Lan Ruoxi looked at him and said, "Mr. Feng, I still have something that I need 

to do, so I will take my leave." 

"Alright," Feng Ao nodded his head. 

----------------- 

While at the same time, at Feng Ao's house, there was a packet in front of the door. Not long after that, 

one of the housemaids saw the package. And when she found out that it was for Liu Ning, she 

immediately brought the packet to Liu Ning. 

Knock…knock…knock…. 

"Madam, there is a package for you," the housemaid said, 

After Liu Ning took the packet, she sat on the bed. 

'There is no sender's name and address.' 

Because Liu Ning was curious, she immediately opened the packet, and when she saw the package, she 

was shocked and angry at the same time. 

The packet was photos of his husband sleeping with another woman. But because the face of the 

woman was blurred, Liu Ning had no idea who the woman was. 

'So, this is the reason you rarely spend time with me in the past six months?' 

Liu Ning was furious and threw the pictures to the bed. In the past, because her husband rarely spent 

time with her, she suspected that her husband had another woman, but because she didn't want to 

destroy their family, she pushed that thought. 

Now that there was evidence that her husband had another woman, she was sad and wanted to slap her 

husband's face. 

Liu Ning closed her eyes, tears falling down her cheeks, but she didn't say a single word. 

------------- 

At Xiao Tian's home. 

"With this, it will be easier for me to seduce her" Xiao Tian, who was laying down on the bed, mused. 

Chapter 188 - You Shouldn't Waste Your Precious Tears On Someone Like Him  
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Because it was already 07:00 am, Feng Ao decided to go home. At first, he intended to take a shower 

before traveling to his company. 

But as soon as he stepped into the living room, Liu Ning threw photos of him and Lan Ruoxi sleeping 

together to his face, "So, this is the reason you rarely spend time with me in the past six months?" 

"What are you doing?" Feng Ao retorted. He had no idea why his wife, who was kind and gentle, 

suddenly threw something to his face the moment he stepped into the living room. 

"What am I doing? It's more like, WHAT are you DOING?" Liu Ning, who was unable to contain her 

anger, snarled while pointing her index finger toward the photos. 

Feng Ao was shocked when he saw the photos of him and Lan Ruoxi sleeping together last night. And 

because there was evidence, he couldn't give her an excuse. 

'Who did this?' 

Feng Ao could hardly believe what he was seeing. He didn't expect that the photos of him and Lan 

Ruoxin sleeping together would end up in the hands of his wife. 

"Why are you not saying a single word?" Liu Ning was getting angrier when her husband didn't try to 

apologize or give her an explanation. She felt as if he didn't care about her feeling or their families 

anymore. 

"Shut up!" Feng Ao shouted loudly, "So what if I have another woman?! I'm tired of working every single 

day, so what's wrong with a little entertainment? I still give you money every month, right?" 

"You….you…" Liu Ning found it hard to believe what she was hearing. In the past, he always said that she 

would be his last woman in his life. 

He also said that he would make her the happiest woman in the world and would always spend time 

with her. Now, not only did he forget about all his promises, but he also didn't seem to care about her or 

their families anymore. 

"Aggghhh! I don't want to hear any more words from you." Without caring about Liu Ning's feelings, 

Feng Ao walked out of their home 

"Where are you going? Come back here! I'm not done talking with you!" Liu Ning ran after him to the 

terrace, "FENG AO!" 

When he saw her husband leaving the house in his car, her heart broke into pieces. She couldn't believe 

that her husband just left like that. Not only did he not try to resolve the problem, but he also left 

without caring about her feelings. 

Bruak... 



Liu Ning fell to her knees with tears running down her cheeks, "BASTARD!" 

Not long after that, the sound of someone walking closer toward her could be heard in her ears. 

"You shouldn't waste your precious tears on someone like him," Feng Yu said while giving her a 

handcraft, " He does not deserve it." 

Even though Liu Ning was her stepmother, but Liu Ning always treated her nicely and was never angry 

with her. At first, Feng Yu thought that Liu Ning only pretended to be kind, but after knowing her for two 

years, she realized that Liu Ning was indeed a kind woman. 

For this reason, Feng Yu never hated Liu Ning and always regarded Liu Ning as her big sister. 

"Little Yu.." Liu Ning took the handcraft and wiped her tears with it. 

'In the past, I wanted to tell you not to marry him, but because you two are in love, I decided not to do 

so,' 

Feng Yu then embraced Liu Ning and patted Liu Ning on the back with her small hands, "We should get 

inside so no one will look at your current state or else you will lose your reputation later." 

When Liu Ning realized what Feng Yu said was right, she immediately stood up and held Feng Yu's small 

hands, "Un. Let's get inside." 

Then they headed toward Liu Ning's room. 

"Sorry for showing you all of this, little Yu," Liu Ning said with a sad voice. 

"You don't need to worry about it" then Feng Yu headed to the kitchen to get a glass of water before she 

returned to Liu Ning's room, "Here, drink it first." 

"Thank you," Liu Ning took the glass of water and drank it, "Let me drive you to school." 

"No. You should not take me to school in your current condition." even though Feng Yu was pleased 

after knowing her good intention, but she thought it would be better for Liu Ning to stay at home 

because Liu Ning was not in good condition, "I will go to school with the driver." 

Liu Ning knew that the reason Feng Yu refused her offer was because Feng Yu thought of her condition. 

That was why she agreed with Feng Yu, "Alright. Take care of yourself, little Yu." 

"Un," Feng Yu nodded her head before walking out of the room. 

'I'm going to take a hot shower.' 

Because Liu Ning wanted to calm her mind, she decided to soak in hot water. 

----------------------------- 

At Xiao Tian's home 

'I'm sure they are quarrel right now. ' 

Xiao Tian, who was lying down on the bed, smiled happily. And when he was in excitement, his mother 

suddenly shouted, "Tian, breakfast is ready." 



"Coming" with a smile on his face, Xiao Tian got out of the bed and headed to the dining room. 

"You seem like in a good mood right now," even though Xiao Tian was always happy every time they ate 

together, but today, he looked thrilled. That's why Ye Qingyu was curious about it. 

"Nothing. I'm delighted because I will have breakfast with you two" of course, Xiao Tian wouldn't tell her 

that the reason he was happy was that his plan went so smoothly. 

"…" because Xiao Tian didn't want to tell her about it, Ye Qingyu decided to say nothing. 

"Hmm. It's delicious," Xiao Tian said while chewing the food. 

Ye Xueyin, who saw her son, was pleased and shocked at the same time. Then she looked at her little 

sister and said, "What happened to him?" 

"I don't know," Ye Qingyu replied. 

Chapter 189 - Let Me Embrace You Before Going To Campus  
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After they finished eating breakfast, Xiao Tian immediately said, "Mother, aunt, tonight I will return very 

late or maybe go home tomorrow morning," 

"Again?" because last night her son returned very late, Ye Xueyin was unable to spend time with him. 

That was why she intended to lovey-dovey with her son tonight, but after hearing his words, she was 

sad because she knew that she couldn't spend time with him again tonight. 

Upon seeing the sadness on his mother's face, Xiao Tian rose from his seat and approached her, 

"Mother, I'm sorry. I'm swamped with work right now. But don't worry, I promise that I will spend more 

time with you if I'm not busy anymore." 

"Alright," although she was saddened by it, Ye Xueyin didn't forbid her son to do what he wanted. 

"Thank you, mother," Xiao Tian kissed his mother's forehead before approaching his aunt, "Aunt, I will 

miss you to death, so let me kiss you too." 

But when Xiao Tian was about to kiss Ye Qingyu's cheeks, she pushed his face away and said, "Stop it. it's 

cringe," 

Black lines formed on Xiao Tian's face after hearing his aunt's words. "Aunt, you don't love me 

anymore?" 

"I still love you, but I don't want to hear these cringe words right now," Ye Qingyu answered without 

looking at her nephew's face. 

"If so, let me kiss you before leaving," it had been a day since he last kissed his aunt. That was why Xiao 

Tian wanted to kiss her before going to campus. 



And like she usually did, Ye Qingyu only looked at her nephew and said nothing. But of course, she 

wouldn't refuse him again if he wanted to kiss her. 

Then Xiao Tian made his aunt sat on his lap and said, "If you don't want me to kiss you, at least let me 

embrace you before going to campus." 

When Ye Xueyin saw her little sister sitting on her son's lap, she suddenly wanted to do that too, "Tian, 

mother also wants to sit on your lap." 

"Mother, I can't do that because I want to embrace aunt right now," even though he also wanted to let 

his mother sit on his lap, but because this time he desired to hug his aunt, Xiao Tian had to refuse it. 

"Alright" because she couldn't sit on her son's lap, Ye Xueyin kissed his cheeks before heading to the 

bathroom to take a shower. 

"We can't stay like this for too long because aunt has to go to work" Ye Qingyu let her nephew do what 

he wanted because, actually, she also desired to feel the warmth of his embrace. 

"Un" Xiao Tian nodded his head. 

They remained in the same position for about fifteen minutes without saying a single word because they 

only wanted to feel the warmth of each other's body. 

After several minutes, because his aunt has to go to work, Xiao Tian stopped hugging her. And not long 

after Ye Qingyu went to work, Xiao Tian also traveled to the campus. 

Because today Xiao Tian had many classes, he was only able to leave campus at 4:30 p.m. And because 

he wanted to spend time with Lin Xing Xue and Shi Fei, he went to his company. 

After spending time with them, Xiao Tian took a shower before driving them home. And because Lan 

Ruoxi said that Liu Ning was at Red Flower Bar, he immediately traveled to Red Flower bar because it 

was a perfect time to improve their relationship. 

And when he entered the bar, Xiao Tian saw Liu Ning drinking alone in front of the bartender. Without 

waiting for another second, Xiao Tian walked toward her. 

"Give me the same drink as the woman next to me," Xiao Tian said to the bartender. 

Hearing a familiar voice, Liu Ning turned her head toward Xiao Tian. And when she saw him, she was a 

little shocked, "Mr. Xiao Tian?" 

"Lady Liu, we meet again." Xiao Tian suddenly felt guilty when he saw the sadness on her face. 

"You also come to this bar?" at first, Liu Ning thought that she would drink alone tonight, but she didn't 

expect that she would meet Xiao Tian again at the bar. 

"Yes. Sometimes I come to this bar" because Xiao Tian couldn't tell her that the reason he came to the 

bar was because of her, he decided to lie to her. 

"Oh!" Liu Ning drank the Negroni in her glass again. 



"Lady, you look sad. Do you have a problem right now?" of course, Xiao Tian knew that she had a 

problem because he was the person who made her like that. But because he wanted her to think that 

they met by coincident, Xiao Tian decided to pretend as if he knew nothing. 

Liu Ning didn't answer him and only drank the Negroni again. It was a family problem so she couldn't tell 

anyone because she didn't want other people to know about her family's problems. 

Because she didn't want to tell him about it, Xiao Tian decided not to ask anymore, "Don't be sad, lady 

Liu. There must be a way in every problem, so stay strong." 

 "Thank you for the kind words, Mr. Xiao Tian," Liu Ning said without looking at Xiao Tian. 

"Alright. Because Lady Liu is sad right now, the drink is on me." Xiao Tian said as he smiled. 

"Eh!" Liu Ning was shocked after hearing his words. 

"Treat it, as if I want to cheer you up and also for our friendship," Xiao Tian raised his glass and looked at 

Liu Ning. 

Liu Ning then raised her glass too and looked at Xiao Tian. And after that, they drank the Negroni at the 

same time. They began to talk while also drinking. But Liu Ning still didn't want to tell him about her 

problems. 

Xiao Tian was fine with it because she still wanted to talk to him. They kept drinking and drinking until 

finally, Liu Ning was drunk. 

"Lady, you should stop drinking now." Xiao Tian said with a worried face. 

"Hehe. I want to drink until morning, so I won't stop." After saying that, Liu Ning drank the Negroni in 

her glass again. 

Because Xiao Tian wanted to keep her safe, he still accompanied her. And not long after that, Liu Ning 

was unable to drink anymore. 

Seeing this, Xiao Tian made her stop drinking and brought her to the hotel. Of course, Xiao Tian didn't 

have bad intentions towards her or want to take advantage of her. The reason Xiao Tian took her to the 

hotel was that if he drove her home, she would be suspicious of him later. 

Because Xiao Tian didn't want her to have wrong ideas about him, Xiao Tian put her on the bed before 

he tucked her. 

And after that, Xiao Tian decided to sleep on the couch. 

------------- 

In the morning. 

'Ahhh. My head hurts so much.' 

Liu Ning felt as if her head were going to explode after she opened her eyes. 

'Where am I?' 



Liu Ning was shocked when she found out that she was in an unfamiliar room. And she was even more 

surprised when she saw Xiao Tian sleeping on the couch. 

'Xiao Tian? Why is he here?' 

Liu Ning immediately looked at herself because she wanted to know whether she was naked or not. And 

when she saw that she was wearing clothes, she was relieved. 

Even though she had problems with her husband, but sleeping with another man was something that 

she didn't want to do. 

That was why she sighed in relief when she knew that nothing had happened to her. Then Liu Ning tried 

to remember what had happened to her last night. 

But all she knew was, she was drunk when she had a drink with Xiao Tian at Red Flower Bar last night. 

Apart from that, she didn't remember anything. 

And when she learned that Xiao Tian didn't take advantage of her last night, a soft smile spread across 

her face. Because of that, Xiao Tian's good reputation significantly increased in her heart. 

She was sure that if it were another man, they would take advantage of her. That was why Liu Ning felt 

lucky that last night, she drank with Xiao Tian and not anyone else. 

Upon seeing Xiao Tian's sleeping face, Liu Ning got out of the bed and approached him. 

Chapter 190 - That Sounds Better In My Ears  

 

6-7 minutes 

 

When Liu Ning was in front of Xiao Tian, he suddenly woke up. This greatly surprised Liu Ning and made 

her take three steps back because, at the moment, she was looking at his sleeping face. 

When Xiao Tian noticed that Liu Ning was in front of him, he gave her a dazzling smile, "Lady Liu, you are 

already awake?" 

Because she didn't want to make the situation awkward, Liu Ning also showered him a ravishing smile, 

"Good morning, Mr Xiao." 

"Good morning, lady Liu." Xiao Tian then rose from the couch, "Do you want to have breakfast right 

now? If so, we can have breakfast together now." 

At this moment, Liu Ning was wavering whether she should have breakfast with Xiao Tian or not. She 

was already married so, having breakfast with a man other than her husband was something she didn't 

want to do. 

Due to this reason, Liu Ning wanted to reject him because she didn't want to make her husband have a 

bad reputation later. 



But after remembering what her husband did to her yesterday morning, Liu Ning didn't care about Feng 

Ao's reputation anymore. "Sure." 

Because the hotel where they stayed didn't have a breakfast or restaurant service in it, Xiao Tian had to 

think of the best place for them to have breakfast. 

"Where should we eat?" actually, Xiao Tian had a good place in mind, but he wanted to know about her 

opinion first, "Do you have any good place in mind?" 

"I will let you choose the place" Because Liu Ning didn't want him to think that she was a picky person, 

she let Xiao Tian choose the place. 

Because Xiao Tian knew that she liked seafood very much, he intended to have breakfast at Seafood 

Restaurant, but something was suddenly bothering his mind. 

'Is it a good idea to eat seafood in the morning?' 

From his point of view, eating seafood was good in the afternoon or evening but not in the norming. 

Due to this, Xiao Tian was hesitant to say it. 

But because Liu Ning allowed him to choose the place, Xiao Tian had to make a decision quickly. "How 

about we eat at Bamboo Restaurant?" 

"Alright" Liu Ning nodded her head. 

Because Liu Ning's car was still at Red Flower Bar, Xiao Tian didn't immediately drive to their destination. 

And after Liu Ning took her car, they travelled to the Bamboo Restaurant. 

Of course, Xiao Tian chose the VIP place after they entered the Bamboo Restaurant because he didn't 

want their time to be disturbed by the voices of other customers. 

After the waiter wrote down their order, he immediately left. Luckily Xiao Tian didn't choose a seafood 

restaurant because Liu Ning ordered a healthy food for breakfast. 

"Mr Xiao, do you often come to this restaurant?" Liu Ning, who was sitting on the opposite side of him, 

asked curiously. 

"No. Because it's far from my home, I only eat at this restaurant if I have a business in the central of 

Shanghai." Xiao Tian gave an honest answer to Liu Ning. "Oh, right lady Liu. Can you stop calling me Mr 

Xiao? just call me Xiao Tian." 

"But…" the reason she still referred to Xiao Tian as Mr Xiao was because she used to call people who 

were not close to her, with an honorific. It was true that they had met three times, and he even helped 

her twice, but she was still not ready to call him by full name. 

"Lady Liu, I'm younger than you, so it's fine to call me by full name. You don't need to use an honorific 

when you talk to me. " even though Xiao Tian knew that she was still not ready to call him by full name, 

but because he didn't like someone calling him Mr Xiao except for formal situations, he kept asking her 

to call him Xiao Tian. 



Because Xiao Tian insisted, Liu Ning finally agreed, "Alright. I will call you by your full name from now 

on," 

Even though calling him by full name meant they didn't have a close relationship, Xiao was still happy 

because she didn't refer him as Mr Xiao anymore. "Un. that sounds better in my ears." 

"Oh, right, Xiao Tian. After Miss Yun Xin Er promoted your clothing design at her live concert, I 

immediately bought it and is now one of my favorite clothes." because Liu Ning was one of Yun Xin Er's 

fans, she always watched Yun Xin Er's concert on TV. 

And when Liu Ning saw Yun Xin Er wearing a beautiful dress at her live concert, Liu Ning really wanted to 

wear it too, but Liu Ning knew that the drees Yun Xin Er was wearing at that time, were not sold in 

stores. 

That was why when Liu Ning found out that Xiao Tian was selling the drees that Yun Xin Er was wearing, 

she immediately bought it. 

"Oh! Really?" Xiao Tian pretended to be pleasantly surprised and showed her a happy expression; even 

though he actually didn't care about it. 

"Yes" Liu Ning nodded her head happily, "And what makes me happy is I met the owner of the company 

in person. And that person is you." 

When Xiao Tian saw the expression on Liu Ning's face, he smiled happily. "How about we come to my 

shop after breakfast? For lady Liu and our friendship, I will give you a 50% discount." 

Although Xiao Tian would lose because of giving a discount of 50 per cent to her, but for the sake of his 

plan, Xiao Tian was willing to lose. 

"Really?" Liu Ning eyes suddenly shone after hearing the word 'discount.' 

"Yes. I promise that I will give you discounts on all types of clothing" Xiao Tian couldn't help from smiling 

when he saw the expression on her face. 

'Haha. Woman oh woman. No matter how beautiful they are, they will still be happy when they hear the 

word discount.' 

Actually, Xiao Tian wanted to say it and laugh loudly, but of course, he didn't do that because it would 

ruin his good image. 

Liu Ning was getting happier after hearing his words. "You can't take back your word, Xiao Tian." 

"Don't worry. I won't take back my word" Xiao Tian replied. 

 


